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University pastor takes job in Kentucky
By JULIA HOWELL
Crescent Staff

excited to come back home."
Baldwin was hired in 2005 to

Sarah Baldwin has had
succeed Greg Lamm, the previ
two prayers since she came to ous campus pastor at George
George Fox: to develop a love ■ Fox. Baldwin is glad to have in
for the students, and to learn
fluenced and worked alongside
how to be a pastor.
the students and spiritual life
The outcomes of her prayers team in her time at George Fox,
and her time at George Fox?
and is optimistic for the next
"Easy," said Baldwin, "it's candidate who will fill her posi
been phenomenal. I've learned t i o n .
so much."
"I'm praying a lot about the
Baldwin has served as the
person that God is calling for
university pastor and dean of here,"said Baldwin.
spiritual life and inclusion and
She first accepted the posi
leadership since 2005. Before tion at George Fox out of her
coming to George Fox, she was sense of calling to equip stu
the student life area coordinator

at Asbury University In Wilmore,
Ky. She is now returning to what
she calls the "heart of the blue-

grass" to be the vice president
of student development and

the dean of students at Asbury.
Although Baldwin has a
deep love for Newberg, return
ing to her alma mater Is a dream
come true. She looks forward to

The Baldwin femily has been a part ot the tihU community tor nine years
Photo courtesy of BALDWIN FAMILY | George Fox University

being near family and working
with the faculty at Asbury.
"[The faculty] look like an
incredible team of people," said
Baldwin. "I'm thrilled. I'm also

dents to serve the world in the
name of Christ.

"I feel that Christian higher
education is the best way I
know how to serve the poor

after graduation.
"It's been really precious to

have an opportunity to walk
alongside [the students]....and
to see them become superheroes for the kingdom of God,"
said Baldwin. "Just getting to
share deeply and authentically
what it means to be a whole

person in Christ—oh man, I love
that."

Her new position at Asbury
University will include oversee
ing the departments of student
life, spiritual life, career devel
opment, and athletics. Baldwin
will finish the spring semester
at George Fox and then begin at
Asbury on June 1.

When she leaves the George

Fox community, Baldwin will re
member the relationships she

and vulnerable," said Baldwin.

was able to be a part of—both

"[I'm] connected to preparing

those she mentored and those
w h o I n fl u e n c e d h e r.

students to care for the most

vulnerable in our world, in all

kinds of different ways."
Working one-on-one with
students has allowed intention

al relationships to be formed
and has provided her the opporunity to observe them having

"Fox has brought a lot of
love into my life, and a lot of
grace," said Baldwin, "and I am
really impressed with the stu
dents here...[and] their desire

to be who they are created To
be!'

t h e i r o w n i n fl u e n c e f o r C h r i s t

Decreased bee population ignites marketing campaign
By JULIA HOWELL
Crescent Staff

The George Fox University
Marketing Communications
class is putting their learning to
practical use this semester.
Professor Joel Marshall is

focusing the class on an aware
ness campaign for bee con
servation, which he thinks is a

perfect project for his class.
"I designed a class project
that makes them go through
the process of finding relevant
truth," said Marshall. "The bee

thing was on my mind, and
I gave it to my last class and
said, 'Hey, we can make it into a

campaign and develop a mar
keting strategy with it.'"
Marshall got the idea for
saving the bees from his per
sonal Bible study of Genesis and
the creation story. He believes
humans were created to care for
the world and the creatures In

it, but that God-given responsi
bility has been neglected. Bees
are dying out because of the
chemicals used in modern agri

projected to launch in May and
will be visible near the Portland

airport. George Fox's marketing
communications department Is
donating the space on two of
their billboards. Marshall and

his class are also focusing on
other media platforms, and they
plan to implement a website,
social media tools, a crowd

funding platform and a video to
raise funds to run the campaign,

culture.

as well as a 60-second video ad,

"We were created to protect
and propagate life," said Mar
shall. "Jhat's our function, but
we're not doing It."

print ads and a radio spot.
Both fail and spring sec
tions of the class are a part of
the process in the strategy and

The billboard campaign is

creative execution. Marshall is

using his own personal brand is currently developing the cre
and the marketing class at ative aspect of the advertise
ments.
George Fox to make the cam
Marshall realizes the impor
paign into the open market.
Marshall's personal hope is that tance of telling a story through
both Christians and non-Chris
media, and he is glad he can
tians will see the message and help provide students with an
realize the importance of caring opportunity to put their knowl
for the environment.
edge into action. He believes
"Right now the Church and the message of the campaign
conservationism aren't on the
is based on what George Fox is
same page," said Marshall.
founded on: making an impact
Marshall's goal is to combine for Christ in the world.
his vision with the practical ap
"It's a very simple message,"
plication made available to the said Marshall, "and it ties back to
students. The fall section of the
what George Fox is about."
class developed the marketing
strategy, and the spring section

Fresh baked bread on First Street
By TORI NUNNENKAMP
Crescent Staff

After a long remodel, the
Newberg Bakery on First Street
will open In early February. The
process has taken roughly three
months longer than expected
for Bruce Bishop and Brenda
Burg, but the concept has been
around for much longer.
"Bruce and I have been

talking for over 12 years about

having a bakery together here,"
said Burg in an email. "Our com
munity is ready for Newberg
Bakery!"
Bishop worked for Bob's Red

Mill for three years, exploring
his love of breads, and Burg has
baked scones for George Fox
University students and faculty
for 10 years.
Finally, over three months
in the summer of 2013, a Kickstarter fund raised $30,722 to

create the Newberg Bakery.
They initially planned to open
in October of 2013.

"We thought it would take
about 6 weeks to complete,
then 10 weeks, and now we

believe we will open early Feb
ruary, which will be about 14
weeks," said Burg. "All our volun
teers have helped us."
Vo l u n t e e r s f r o m t h e c o m

munity have pitched in to finish
almost all of the demolition and

construction work, excluding
the plumbing, electrical, and
heating systems.
Bryan Boyd, associate pro
fessor of theatre at George Fox,

has helped create the design of
the bakery and has stained the
bakery's new concrete floor.
"We did pay to profession
ally have the floors refinished
and the brick wall laid, but both
those workers accepted half the
payment in baked goods!" said
Burg.
Taking Inspiration from a

1940s farmhouse kitchen, they

An open kitchen and a com
munity table will invite more
personal interactions with cus
tomers.

Bishop and Burg want to
focus on supporting the com
munity at large. Many of the
interior elements are reclaimed,

and after the opening they

will focus on using local and
organic ingredients in their
breads and pastries. Gluten-

and dairy-free options will also
be available.

They warn that the bakery
may open a few days before
t h e o f fi c i a l a n n o u n c e m e n t .
"The watchful few who notice

the 'open' sign can be our first
customers and help ease us

back into the baking mode,"
said Burg.

The Newberg Bakery will

their

serve bread, pastries, and

key values of beauty, simplic
ity, and community. "We hope

lunch items. They will not serve
espresso to avoid competing
with the other Newberg coffee

want

to

demonstrate

people will come in and sense

that Newberg Bakery is a place

to relax and avoid the clutter

and noise of everyday life," said
Burg.

shops.

They have posted pictures
of the remodel through the
process on Facebook.

>egin baking
P h o t o c o u r t e s y o f N E W B E R G B A K E RY
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New provost looks at the future of ^FU
IT

oretty

well!

Theyre

By LEAH ABRAHAM

To c o n n e c t w i t h

"We're in a place that's
different from a lot of private

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

faculty and students
better, Samek has

universities where enroll

George Fox University se

been visiting various

ments are declining and
they're trying to figure out
how to remain viable long-

lected Linda Samek for the

provost position in Dec. 2013.
Samek, former dean ofGFU's

College of Education, served
as provost on an interim basis
during Fall 2013, then \A/as later
offered the official position after

classes throughout
t h e s e m e s t e r.

"I've been con

term," said Samek.

nected with graduate
education for the past

"We're in an opportu

nity where we can remain
thoughtful on how to move
forward. One of the things I
really want to do,... is take a
hard look at all of the majors
that we offer right now and
make sure they are the right

a nationwide search.

Samek is replacing former
provost Patrick Allen who
served in the position for five
years. Allen is shifting to GFU's
School of Education to be a pro
fessor of educational leadership.
As provost, some of Samek's
goals include reevaluating

g ogood
o ( at
pretty weiii i ney re

a little behind." .

in classrooms.

couple of years and

I want to reconnect

really well with the

undergraduate edu
cation," said Samek.
"One of the best vyays

Provost Linda Samek poses while traveling

ones for GFU, and that we
make sure we're moving

forward on things that God

GFU's current academic struc

has called us to do.
"We've also talked a lot

ture and the use of technology

about the use of technology

to do
Photo courtesy of LINDA SAMEK | George Fox University
class
and
at GFU and how important it
is for when our students leave,
happening.
"It's been
that they are very well-versed in

this is to sit in
with students
see what's

greeting them when coming to
class and asking how things are

going in their lives."

Prior to the provost position,

Samek served as the dean of
GFU's College of Education from
2008 till 2013. She also served

as a provost at Corban Univer
sity from 2006 till 2008.
Samek completed her un

dergraduate studies at Oregon
State University with a bach

elor's degree in science edu

cation/mathematics, and her

graduate studies at Portland

State University with a master's

degree in math education and a
doctorate in educational leader
ship.

fun watching

the faculty know the students

technology. Sometimes, we are

Athletics department hires marketing director to promote Bruin pride
B y K AT H E R I N E
V A N L A N D I N G H A M
Crescent Staff

Sarah Reid, a George Fox
University alumna and the new
director of sports marketing, is
no stranger to campus. Reid left
George Fox in 2008 after gradu
ating with a degree in organi
zational communications, but

she says she always hoped her
career would lead her back into

media outlets, digital content,
and the variety of events sur
rounding George Fox athlet
ics, Reid hopes to provide all
alumni, current, and potential
students a memorable way to
identify themselves with the
athletics at George Fox.
"We

don't

want

them

more alumni return," said Reid.

the walls of the gym, screaming

"That means a lot more people
bringing their experiences back
to campus can be a powerful
thing."
When recalling her favorite

for her fellow Bruins who were

As director of sports mar

spent as a

only know what sports we

George Fox

h a v e t o o f f e r. W e w a n t t h e m t o
know what it feels like to be a

student,

sport will bring to campus next
y e a r.

"It allows us the opportu
nity to welcome so many more
kids to our campus and see a lot

during a hard fought victory is

of her time

to

is hopeful of the bervefvts the

"Cheering shoulder to shoul
der with your student body

memories

Bruin territory.
Reid is quick
Now, after recently acquir
member of those teams," says t o
mention
ing a job with the George Fox Reid. "Not just about our big
her involve
athletic department, Reid hopes gym but how it actually feels
ment in the
to be a part of what she refers to be cheered on in a packed
chaplain's
to as "bringing Bruin mania In a h o u s e . "
c o m m u
big way."
Though Reld's days are
nity, interest
"Athletics is something that often filled with the logistics of i n c l a s s e s ,
brings us together," said Reid. achieving community involve
and par
"When we all have something ment and planning events sur
ticipation in
to rally behind, it becomes a
rounding George Fox's recent s e r v e t r i p s .
very powerful thing."
addition of a football team, she
Perhaps
keting, Reid is currently looking
for ways to showcase the brand
identity of George Fox athletics
to the world. Through the use
of and improvement of social

playing on the court.

awesome. You take part in that
victory," said Reid In explaining
why she enjoys her work. "I am
just excited to help students
have opportunities like that."

what
out

Earn your MBA on campus
or online from Azusa Pacific.

stands
most

M B A

prominent

ly are the
times

she

38 units .

MASTER OF BUSINESS

spent within

^ 12—36 months

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

Blind contestants win a date

Maximize your career potential and leadership ability
with a traditional business degree that focuses

on strategy and finance, as well as analytical and
relational skills. Professors are industry experts
who emphasize ethical conduct and experiencebased learning. Six optional concentrations are also
available m the on-campus program.

OTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS

Bacheiorette Lindsay Rule chooses contestant number three. Shane Blaney

M A M

MLOS

MASTER OF ARTS

MASTER OF ARTS

IN MANAGEMENT

IN LEADERSHIP AND

Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent
ByJULIA HOWELL
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

For students who may
be too shy to approach a
member of the opposite

sex, the annual Dating

Game is the perfect op
portunity to win a blind
date with a pre-selected
member of the student

body.
The Dating Game on
Feb. 7 in Bauman Audito

rium was hosted by ASC
Vice President Michal

Nakashimada and senior
Cole Eberhart.

The evening's event
was formatted in two
sections: the first was a

question/answer game

between three George
Fox couples— a dating
couple, engaged couple,
and best friends couple.
The goal was to

have each couple match
their answers with their

significant other.

Shayna Veltkamp

and Chris Martin, the
engaged couple, won
the first segment of the
night's event.
The second section

was a question/answer
game between a blind
panel of volunteers and
a pre-selected bachelor
a n d b a c h e i o r e t t e . Tw o
of the contestants were

Bachelor

at the door.

The bachelor/bachelorette sat behind a
curtain and listened to

the contestants' responses
to their questions, then
they selected one as the
winner and his or her
date.

units

Simpson picked Codi
Morton.

Bahelorette

Lindsay Rule chose
S h a n e B l a n e y. B o t h
Morton and Blaney
whom were contestants
chosen from the audi
The winners re

paid date.
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Women^s and men^s basketball turning in solid seasons
By JESSIC A RIVERA
Crescent Staff

The George Fox Univer
sity women's basketball team
ushered in
the season
with an ex

after a 16-2 run and ended the
Bruins' streak with a 75-63 win.
"Whitman
has
d e fi

nitely

been

the

most

challenging oppo

up to us how we want our
season to go."

n e n t s o f a r, " s a i d

The men's basketball

guard Jami Rocs. "For
two of the top 10

team opened the season 3-0.
After a single loss, the team
pulled a five-game wining

teams in the nation
to be in the same

ceptional
14-game

league is a huge deal.

streak that ended on a road

We both came into

game loss in Las Vegas.

the game unbeaten,
but unfortunately we

winning
streak.

didn't come out on

The
streak
ended after
a loss to

top."

After a slow start into

conference games, the men
dethroned defending con
ference champion Whitworth University in a 98-85
game on Jan. 17. The Bruins
became the first and only

Besides the heart

breaking loss, Head

nationally-

Coach Michael Meek
believes it's been a

ranked
Whitman

great year. The Bruin
women are currently

University,
currently

ranked seventh in the

team in the Northwest Con

ference to defeat Whitworth
thus far.
Head Coach Maco Ham

ilton hopes to improve their

fourth
in
Division-3

nation according to
D3hoops and have
an 8-1 league record.

polling, on

"We have to be

5-4 in conference. The team

great every night,
especially when you
play some of the top

Is looking to turn a corner
after having a good week of
games and practices.
"We're kind of on a steady
track to be where we hope to

Jan. 18.
The
battle
between
the two un
defeated
teams

record for the second half

of the season as they stand

teams,"said Meek.

Developing a
strong defense has
been an ongoing
process for the team.

went

back
and
fourth until
t h e fi n a l fi v e
minutes of

The
Bruin
have
been

the game,
when
Whitman

Senior Spencer Boke drives to the basket
Photo by JOEL RURIK | The Crescent

pulled away

be,"said Hamilton.
Offense hasn't been an

issue for the Bruins, but the

Senior Hayley Cusick takes a jumper

Photo by JOEL RURIK | The Crescent defense has not been where it

women
nation

ally ranked in defense and re
bounds for most of the season,
but consistency is key for a na
tional title.

"I'm so proud of the way our

team responded and bounced
b a c k t o fi n i s h o u t t h e fi r s t h a l f

of the season," said Roos. "It's

great to be 8-1 after the first half

needs to be, according to Ham

ilton.
"This last weekend I feel like
we started to turn a corner and

because it means we are still In

get ourselves on track to make

control of our own destiny. It's

See BASKETBALL | page 8

Burk and Campbell selected for All-Star team for Bruin Madness
the country during the 2013

By JESSIC A RIVERA
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Juniors Tiffany Burk and Erin
Campbell never anticipated an
invitation to play in the D3 Vol
leyball AII-StarTeam BrazilTour.
Director of USA Sports Tours
and Events Ron Smith honored
the ladies with an Invitation.
"We

had

no

idea

this

team

existed," said Campbell. "We
both just worked really hard
and things fell into place."
During the 2013 season Burk
and Campbell were given All
Northwest Conference honors

and according to Smith they
" h a v e b e e n i d e n t i fi e d a s o n e

of the top volleyball players in

season."

The Tour begins with a
two-day stop in Orlando, Fla. for
orientation and practices. Then
the team will fly to Sao Paulo,
Brazil for matches and will wrap
the trip with additional games
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The Tour allows players to

experience great volleyball
and growth in education and
culture. The roster only accepts
10 players, and Is filled on a
fi r s t - c o m e fi r s t - s e r v e d b a s i s .

This opportunity is ideal for
Burk with graduation approach
ing, and plans to play profes
sional volleyball overseas.

The women will not be par
ticipating in the Tour due to
their prior commitments with
Juniors Abroad.
Burk said she would have
chosen Brazil if the email

was sent three days prior to
her Juniors Abroad commit
m e n t .

yust gives us a reason to

work hard, If not harder," said

Campbell.
For now, the women are pre
paring for their last season at
George Fox University as they
maintain high expectations to
make the post season.
See VOLLEYBALL [ page 8

Winter Olympics on in Sochi
B y E M I LY H A M I LT O N

solo male, one solo female, one

Crescent Staff

competed for the United States

figure skating pair, and one ice
dancing pair to make up a team

at the 2008 and 2012 Summer

The Winter Olympics have
begun, and athletes from
the United States are prepar
ing for competition in Sochi,
Russia. This year, the Interna
tional Olympic Committee has
added 12 new winter sports to
the agenda for 2014, and some
summer athletes have even

made the jump to the winter
events.

The mixed biathlon, con

sisting of a team of two men
and two women, will make its

debut this year. The event will
consist of four legs, the first two
completed by women, and the
second two completed by men.
Another new addition is

the mixed figure skating team
event. This will consist of one

of six.
New additions have also
been made in the snowboard-

ing and skiing categories.
There will be ski halfpipe, ski
slopestyle, snowboard slopestyle, and snowboard parallel
slalom. In the snowboard paral

Olympics. She has been com
peting in the bobsled event
since 2012, and her team won

gold at the world champion
ships in 2013.
Some other notable ath
l e t e s t o w a t c h i n c l u d e fi r s t - t i m e

down the same slope outlined
with triangular flags.

Olympians Gracie Gold in figure
skating, and Mikaela Shriffin in
the alpine skiing events.
Shriffin won gold at the
2013 world championships, and

Women's athletics have also

Gold took home the silver in the

lel slalom, two riders will race

gained ground this year; 2014
marks the debut of the women's

ski jump.
In the bobsled, a popular
summer athlete has crossed

over into a winter sport.

U.S. championships. Both have
yet to make an Olympic ap
pearance.

Snowboarder Ted Ligety
won multiple golds at the
2006 games in Italy, but was

Hurdler Lolo Jones, a two-time

world indoor champion, has

See

O LY M P I C S

page 8

Seahawks rout Broncos in Super Bowl XLVEI
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

On Feb. 2, the Seattle Se

ahawks defeated Peyton
Manning and the Denver
Broncos in Super Bowl XLVIIl,
43-8, behind ferocious, timely

defensive play and an explosive
performance from oft-injured

receiver and specialist Percy
Harvin. Held in East Meadow-

lands, N. J., it was one of the
coldest Super Bowls on record.
Billed as a marquee
matchup, the National Football
League's best defense squar

ing off against the NFL's best
offense, the game split experts

and fans alike. One pre-game
national poll favored the Se
ahawks by the slightest of
margins—50.8 percent selected
Seattle to win. ESPN's experts
were similarly divided.
Among the typical Super-

Bowl-week media blitz, signifi

cant controversy swirled around
Seattle's starcornerback Richard

Sherman, who polarized the

country after his impromptu
declaration of his own skills fol

lowing Seattle's victory in the

NFC Championship game.
Manning's recovery from
multiple neck surgeries two
years ago was also a point of

emphasis, along with the
game's Impact on his legacy—
though Manning is often
lauded as one of the best

quarterbacks ever, younger
brother Eli has more champi
onships.
Things began poorly for

the Broncos. After receiving
the opening kickoff. Manning

and center Manny Ramirez
failed to communicate, and
the snap sailed over Man
ning's head into the endzone,
where Knowshon Moreno was

By IZZY ANDERSON
Crescent Staff

The

fourth

annual

Bruin

Madness, held on Jan. 24,

maneuvered for easy layups.
Lauren Codling led the team
in rebounds with 11. The game
ended with a Bruin w\n,70-5B.

brought together families and
Brogan Groth planned
students before the game.
.•the halftime show during the
The night started off with women's game. There were
dinner, which consisted of taWgate-type foods and George Fox

pogo st\c\4, haif-court hashet
and dribb/Jng contests. Teams

University cupcakes with sports were to dribble through the ob
decals on top. The tables held stacle course, successfully make
souvenirs: tattoos, pom-poms, a layup, and use a pogo stick to
small horns, and Bruin p/ns. get back to half-court.
Root-beer floats were provided,
Throughout the games,
with cups that doubled as sou
Groth and the cheerleaders
venirs.
worked hard to keep the crowd
Inside Wheeler Gymnasium, standing, cheering, and enter
the pre-game was elaborate, t a i n e d .
with rented basketball game
"Bruin Madness was a fun
machines and face paint.
time for the student body to
Kids and adults could get c h e e r o n o u r a w e s o m e b a s k e t
their faces painted in school ball teams. It gets the student
colors, while others made
body united," said sophomore
Tr e v o r L e v a n e n .
posters or played In an inflat
able bounce house. A photoThe men also won over
booth was set up with props. Puget Sound, 89 - 77. Spencer
Pom-poms, yellow wigs, and big B o l t e l e d t h e B r u i n s w i t h 2 7
hats and goggles were supplied points. At halftime, the score
inside of the booth in school
colors.

was 35-31 for the Bruins.

The women opened the
basketball

doubleheader.

Jami Roos made clean entry
passes Into the post. Justine
Benner and Hayley Cusick both
grabbed a lot of rebounds and

Newberg Family
Martial Arts
Under Newberg's only Grand Master
• Tae Kwon Do, Jutsu

Arts (Karate Jutsu,
Akijutsu, Judo, Ju Jutsu)

• Kickboxing

• Power Yoga ^ i ( /
503-476-4897
Student Special: $40/mo

downed for a safety.
See SEAHAWKS | page 8

www.newbergfamilymartialarts.com
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(Top-left) Students admire "Heros Before Us" exhibit (Bottom-left) High school winner beams alongside art professor Gary Buhler (Right) Brian Fisher's exhibit is featured in Minthorne Gallery

Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

A r t i s t s e x c e l i n t h e fi r s t e x h i b i t s o f t h e s e a s o n
By LEVI BOWERS
Crescent Staff

From rust monotype prints
to fine ceramics and paint
ings, the current art exhibits
at George Fox University offer
quite a bit of variety. Two exhib
its are currently open: "Heroes

Before Us" in the Roger and
Mildred Minthorne Gallery and
"High School Art Northwest" in
the Donald H. Lindgren Gallery.
"Heroes Before Us" artist
Brian Fisher describes himself in

his artist statement as "a Print,
Paint and Assemblage artist."

The exhibit itself is mostly com

He or she can see that an old

us to view the world as these

prised of his morvotype prirvts

story is being toid in e >jery dif

sbid^ni.%.

with several sculptures as well.
Basing his theme in Greek my

thology, Fisher uses the "mythic
journey [that the heroes take]
as subject matter." Pieces such
as "Argosy," a depiction of Jason
and the Argonauts, and "Nar
cissus" display his theme quite

ferent way.
"I used to paint in a realis
tic way. Printmaking freed me
from that," Fisher said.
Conversely, the theme of the
"High School Art Northwest"
exhibit is not quite as focused

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

"What is next?" is one of

the biggest questions senior
undergraduates are thinking
and asking themselves: What
comes after graduation?
What will I do with the rest of

my life?

What was next after grad
uation from George Fox Uni
versity for two powerhouse
women was quite incred
ible. Both are working in en
vironments where they are
helping people, but in com
pletely different ways.
Stephanie Abdulamajid
and Karina Rameriz Velaquez

graduated from George Fox
University with scholarships
from the Act Six leadership
award. Both women were

a part of the third cadre to
attend George Fox University

and graduate in the spring of
2013.

Rameriz Velaquez started
working at Warner Pacific
College as an enrollment

counselor two days after
graduation. She recruits higli
school seniors from Idaho,
Washington, California, and

parts of Oregon. Velaquez

t u r e " Wa v e s " .
The exhibit also includes

a s " H e r o e s . " Ye t t h e r e s t i l l i s a

winners (first through third
place) and three honorable

pen and pencil drawings, block
prints, ceramic pieces (such
as a lovely anemone entitled

well.

theme. This exhibit is one of

mentions were selected.

"Anemone"), and other exam

Most striking and fitting are
Fisher's rust monoprints. They
give the viewer a feeling of just
how old these myths are and
add .weight to their meaning.

my personal favorites, as every
piece Is united by the fact that
they are an expression of the

First place went to Lakerldge High School student

ples of creativity and beauty.

Kate Maguire for her acrylic

Feb. 20 and "High School Art

world around the artist as he or
she sees it. This exhibit allows

painting "Rose Water." St. Mary's
Academy student Anna Ritchie

Northwest" until Feb. 24.

Act Six graduates are making a difference
B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N

According to Gary Buhler,
assistant professor of art, "It's
not easy getting in this show.
We looked at over 260 pieces."
Only 46 pieces were selected for

took home second place with
m v Ya d p i e c e " Yo u t h "
Another Lakerldge High School
student, McKenna Moore, won
third place for her copper sculp

understands that in this job,

rently counseling 12 WPC

justice in a specific environ
ment. Velaquez said she be
lieves she Is doing that and
giving back to the commu
nity through empowerment
and leadership by advis
ing Movimiento Estudlantil
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA).

s t u d e n t s . W a r n e r P a c i fi c

M E C h A i s Wa r n e r P a c i fi c C o l

College has 560 students on

lege's Latino club. She enjoys

her influence in the students'
lives doesn't end when re

cruiting is over.
At WPC Velaquez has
actively counseled 71 high
school students and is cur

their campus, most of them
first generation students
coming from low income
families.
As an enroilment coun

selor, Velaquez takes her role

in students' lives seriously.
Many students enter her
office to talk about classes,

relationships, scheduling,
and finances. Velaquez said
she was not expecting to
work with such a great insti
tution.

"I love helping students
make their college dreams a
reality," she said. It is part of
how she desires to give badk

to her community.
Part of the Act Six

mission is to not just provide
a college education but
connect leaders who can

articulate their particular
passion with change and

being involved in advis
ing MEChA on how to have
Latino events on Warner's
campus.

Her role as an advisor is,
in one way, what began in

the show and from that three

Lacrosse coach or published author?
By IZZY ANDERSON
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Natalie Harrington, head
coach of the George Fox
women's lacrosse team, decided
in high school that she wanted
to write a book. Her mother was

year school, so her story of
perseverance speaks to the
women: "Se Se Puede" (Yes
We Can).
See GRAD j page 8

advise young children against

where she spoke about how

would get it done. Thus, a note
book was bought.

Her first book took quite

a while to finish— two and

a half years of hand writing

then typing, then editing, then
rington got the other two done

Like many of them,
Velaquez was also the first In
her family to attend a four-

Along with writing the book

came plenty of book tours,
which Harrington used to

something badly enough, she

at GFU. On her essay for the
Act Six Scholarship, Velaquez
articulated her aspiration to

ence Is a pillar to the Latina
females just starting on their
four-year degree.

tion," said Harrington.

bullying. Her most recent book

typing.

tion world for young Latina
women. At Warner, her pres

worlds through their imagina

skeptical of the idea, but knew
that if Harrington wanted to do

her before her freshman year

be a role model in the educa

"Heroes Before Us" runs until

After her first book, Har

tour took her to New York,

Florida, Texas, and Virginia,

young kids can help their peers
encourage each other, and of

course about her trilogy.
Though Harrington loves

touring the country to speak
about her passions, she cer
tainly missed her lacrosse team
while she was away.

significantly quicker. "Grif

u

and half to write and "Griffin's
Legacy" took only four months

tours, Harrington said. "It was

fin's Temptation" took a year

Unfortunately, her books got
published while she was a Di
athlete for Fresno State Univer
sity, and NCAA law forbade her

from using her real name in her

publ
ication; she had to come up
with a pseudonym.
She chose N.R. Rose

manage
both Jacrosse and my
book

unsettling that 1 couldn't be
with my team the first week of
preseasori, but i am proud of
ethic and their level

Of play when I returned. This
made it much easier."

Harrington and' her assisa r pvery excitedHabout
artm
nn
are
thea ud-

he boo^k toseason.
urs al wrappeWith
d up
an/r^ T'l"' Tolkien th^h
rington

book onen
i the tro
li gy'

I thought It was outstanH

ing how they created thefown

a n dHartmann
ana
H a are
rrin
ready
g t o to
n

Ensemble of'Parade" singing "The Old Red Hills of Home
Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

GFU theater presents winter musical about anti-semitism and bigotry
B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

"Parade," performed by
George Fox University Theatre,

was a complete musical with
scenes of laughter, scandal, be
trayal, unity, and love.

It is based on a true story,
with much of the dialogue
coming directly from the tran
script of a real-life trial.

Leo Frank, played by junior

Micah Bevis, is charged for the

murder of 13-year-old Mary
Phagan, played by sophomore

sleeve of every southerner—at

learn to lean on each other and

least in Atlanta.

ered in the basement of Frank's

throughout the entire musical,

love once again.
Bevis fully embodies the
character of Leo, and you are
shaken by the injustice acted
upon him. Some of the charac

Katie Wight. When she is discov

pencil factory. Governor Slaton,

played by senior Matt Maupin,

must have a sentence for Frank,
and someone must be hung.
The opening number, "The
Old Red Hills of Home," sets the
audience back into the 1900s,
where honor, pride, and a hint
of smugness is worn on the

Racial tensions are strewn

but the most obvious one has

tablish the darker scenes of the

play," said Senior Tori Nunnenkamp.
terizations are flat, as one would
Overall, the George Fox
Yo r k e r L e o F r a n k i s d u e t o h i s
Theatre put on an excellent
expect minor southern charac
Jewish identity.
ters to be.
performance of "Parade"— au
His marriage is on the rocks
Having lived twelve years in dience members walked away
during his arrest and 'convic
Georgia, I can say that the cast with an enriching experience
tion. His wife Lucille Frank,
members' accents were spot on. that clearly shed light onto
played by sophomore Bobi T h e t i m b e r s e t o f t w o l o b s o n issues in the South during the
the right and left stage with two 1 9 0 0 5 .
Whitehead,
nothing to do with color. The
rage of hatred toward the New

is at his side

every
step
of the trial.
It is because

Stand Out From The Crowd
ihil/i

induced goose bumps.
"[Benjamin's] singing and
acting went a long way to es

of the city's
cry for blood
that they

ground-level porches allowed
the characters' movements to
add to the scenes.
The darkest scene took

place in the courtroom, at Leo
Frank's trial. Jim Conley, played
by senior Christopher Benjamin,

Due to the cancef/ed per
formances

from

inclement

w e a t h e r, t w o s h o w t i m e s h a v e
been added on Feb. 13-14 at

7:30 p.m. The performances will
be held in Wood-Mar Audito
rium.

a

ONE YEAR MBA

Cultural District gets a face lift
B y E M I LY H A M I LT O N
Crescent Staff

On Jan. 31, the newly formed
center of the Chehalem Cultural Dis

trict underwent its grand opening.
Directly outside the cultural center
and across from the Newberg
Library, the cultural district fore
court, located on the newly remod

of Sheridan) were used for outdoor
events like the Farmer's Market, Ok-

toberfest, Library Summer Reading
Celebrations, and the Camellia Festi
val," she said.

"However, the grass would get
muddy and the street was uneven
and filled with trip hazards," Griffith
•said. "The goal of the new space is to
eled Sheridan Street, is now ready provide a better venue for festivals
for pedestrians and events.
and other uses and on a daily basis.
Leah Griffith,
[Its purpose] is to
Newberg Public
u .
provide an outdoor
These improvements
Library director
space for people
and chair of the

Cultural District

Executive Board,

has long been
awaiting the
opening of this
new addition.
"It
has

to the Newberg Cultural
District will bring the

to meet, visit, and

community together at its

Courthouse Square

core... It will add more life

to the center of Newberg.

been a long
fi v e m o n t h s o f

Classes start in August
and end in June
42 semester hours (11 months)

George Fox
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

limited parking, noise, and chaos,"
Griffith said. "I'm looking forward
to seeing people sitting on the rock

wall at the Cultural Center talking,
and reading at a similar wall along

similar to Pioneer
in Portland. 'Tunes

on Tuesday' Is
slated to move to
this area in 2014."
G r i f fi t h a l s o h a s

high hopes for this
new addition and its contribution to

the town of Newberg as a whole.
"These Improvements to the
Newberg Cultural District will bring

the community together at its core.

Monday-Thursday with
Friday seminars at local
Portland corporations

the edge of the library. While this is
a street, it is very pedestrian orient

People will wander from an event
to a downtown restaurant or shop.

ed, and seeing people use it will be

It will add more life to the center of

25 student limit per cohort

the ribbon cutting ceremony on Jan.

Newberg," she said.
George Fox students can also
expect to benefit greatly from this

Financial aid available

wonderful." Griffith also took part in
31.

Griffith discussed the new pos
sibilities opened up by the Sheridan
Street addition to the Cultural Dis
trict.

Ie
trnaoitnayl Bolnel.iliGolbalResdiencyTravelOpoitn.ExpeeincedAulmniBase.
Real-World Experience n
For more

enjoy the area,

nio
fnmadcncnno
tcT
lySoha
tn>stphnla
.n@oers.ep
fxo
.du|«wg
.org
.oolxedub
/nsnlesm
l-ts„lf/e-mba

"Previously the street and lawn

of the Cultural Center and the Li

brary's Carnegie Court (the grassy
area that remains on the south side

new addition. With the new space,
and close proximity to campus, stu
dents are in the perfect position to
enjoy any events held in the future.
Overall, this new center of the
Chehalem Cultural District is a com

munity vision finally realized.
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Newberg welcomes another unnecessary coffee shop
Guest Contributor

people, coughing up $4 for a
cup of cloying syrup, coffee

On one of my million trips
to Newberg's Fred Meyer over
Christmas break, I noticed the

all the times people get judgy

By MELANIE MOCK

beans, and hot water?
Okay, I just had to throw that
In there as a kind of payback for

about my own bad habits. (So

landscape starting to change at

the corner of Villa and Highway

four cans of Diet Coke is too
much? You don't say.) But really.
The daughter of a friend

99. A parking lot was being bull
dozed to make space for some
kind of new enterprise.
My imagination piqued, I

recently ran a survey, via Face-

book, wondering what kind
of new businesses should be
established in Newberg. The

thought of all the great possibil

ities for much-needed business

es in Newberg. The space was
small, so we probably wouldn't
be getting that Trader Joe's I'd
been longing for. But maybe a

answers were Interesting:

people wanted health food
stores and bike shops, bagel

stores and bakeries, sushi and

new Indian restaurant? Another

quilt shops. Also Indian food,
though I may have been the

entry in the Thai food market? A
candy shop (or even shoppe)?
But no. A few weeks ago a
billboard on the property let us

Newberg will soon be home to a brand new coffee shop

know that "The Human Bean,"
a c o ff e e f r a n c h i s e , w o u l d b e

the market seems ^saturated.

laying claim to the land, ped
dling cheaply-made mochas-

at least ten sit-down or drive-

Photo by KOSETTE ISAKSON j The Crescent

and lattes to the mobile masses.

thru coffee joints in Newberg, a

coffee shop? Nothing against
The Human Bean—apparent
ly, they serve fair trade coffee
and do lots and lots of good in

B e c a u s e , a p p a r e n t l y,
Newberg doesn't have enough
coffee shops already.

town with less than 25,000 citi

the world—but eleven coffee

zens. (I'd do the math to show
how many coffee shops exist
per capita, but as an English
professor, such calculations are
beyond me.)(rm also lazy.)
Do we really need one more

shops in Newberg strikes me
as a little excessive, especially
since I personally think there's
only one game in town, and
that's at Chapter's. Do people
really need more high-priced.

It's hard to articulate how

disappointed I was by the news
that Newberg would be getting
one more coffee shop. I mean.

By my own count, there are

caffeinated, and sugary coffee
drinks at other places when
Chapter's is in town?

Apparently, the answer is
yes. More and more and more.
And lest you think I'm being all
too Judgmental about people
who drink high-priced, caffein
ated, and sugary coffee drinks,
you're probably right. At least
to some degree. Who are you

one to suggest that.
No one mentioned coffee

shops because, of course,
Newberg has too darn many.
So, welcome to the alreadycrowded neighborhood. The
Human Bean. Can't wait to see

who will join you as the new
business in town. My guess is
that it will be a Mexican or a
Chinese restaurant because, as

we all know, Newberg doesn't

have enough of those just yet.

Olympics not just all fun and games: Human rights issues still loom
Although I'm probably a
little late, I'd like to propose

The Winter Olympics, they
say, are a prirhe opportunity
to Inform the world's popu
lace that stubborn pockets of

a

B y R YA N L A C K E Y
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Winter

bigotry still thrive. Drop some

Olympics in Sochi, Russia*,
latent hypocrisy.

theme

for

the

2014

ratings, hoist a few signs, and

Much has been made of

ways and wave a rainbow

the Russian government's lessthan-subtle political stance
towards those of alternate life

Putin will renounce his evil
b a n n e r.
Allow me to relieve the sus

izens of Western countries who

pense: nothing will change.
Little progress will be made,
perhaps none at all.
During the Olympics, we
will be caught up in the ability
of certain athletes to keep

really couldn't care less about

their balance and move at

styles; "hostile" and "threaten
ing" are two good descriptors.
Among all the fanfare, and na
tionalistic fervor, and all the cit

the biathlon or downhill slalom

but never miss an opportunity
for some passive-aggressive,
thinly-veiled jingoism, some
have called for boycotts and
protests, measures and speech

high speeds; a few pundits will
shout into the wind about the

stagnation of Russian social
progress; the Russian gov
ernment will keep the peace,
probably with the incorpora

tion of violence and the threat

es.

of violence, and deftly sidestep
any accusations.
T h i s f a t a l i s m , h o w e v e r,

d o e s n ' t m a t t e r.

Even if absolutely nothing
good, cap\ta\-"g" Good,
happens, this will be an Olym
pics with a gravity unlike any
other: because these Olym
pics mark our progression past
the fulcrum, and we begin our
descent into a depth I'd really
rather not explore.
For a few weeks, we will

cheer as other people—fragile,
fallible, mortal people like you
and I—approach the Good. We
wili witness gracefulness and
humility, passion and compas
sion.

Despite differences in
culture, politics, race, and
nation, we will inch as close
to unity as we ever do. The

Olympics allow us the chance
to show the best In ourselves.

deserve their rights. That they
don't even deserve to live.

But while we're chasing the
And as a world, apparently.
we're going to let this happen.
good, honestly and authenti
cally chasing, we're also killing This defilement, this poisoning.
the good*, we're XYvrowmg ootThe 0\yu\p\c dngs bum
selves against the movement black this year. Maybe the
of progress and dignity with a theme of hypocrisy isn't quite
desperate fury that frightens apt. Maybe it ought to be
me. As people, we do good despair. Or melancholy. Or
things, and we do bad. As a hopelessness: I want so badly
world, we cannot separate the to let the sight of other people
two, and I'm not decrying the doing things 1 cannot even
Olympics for not achieving fathom, other people who are
some absurd, angelic standard
passion and perseverance em
of spotlessness.
bodied, inspire me.
But this is our greatest
I want to feel hopeful,
good married to our greatest seeing all this triumph. But
evil: we will be lauding some the triumph, now, is born from
our great failure, and if "we've
people as the best of our gen
eration, of our species, while learned how to ignore the bad
we tell others that they're b u t s i t , o p e n - m o u t h e d a n d
lesser. That they aren't even mesmerized, among the good,
really people. That they don't all 1 can feel is hopeless.

Fewer people reading than in previous years, not a huge concern yet
By LEVI BOWERS
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

I have a terrible habit. Some

sad because books are great,
but it is not as if I went on a rant

about all that Is wrong with the

may even call it an addiction. I

people who did not read all year
prior to the 2012 study had re
mained at 18% or less.

Yes, it does sadden me that

do not smoke cigarettes; I do

fewer people are reading than

not snort cocaine. No, I have a

in previous years, but it is not

According to the Pew
Some of you probably just Research Center this year,

crippling book habit.

rolled your eyes In disgust.

Others among you are paying
even closer attention, like a hy
pochondriac to a WebMD page
about mononucleosis.

I love books. I always have
and I probably always will. They

23% of Americans did not

read a book in the past

in the summer when I am not

reading for school.
Imagine my reaction, then,

when I found out that fewer

Americans are reading books

(for pleasure) than in previous
years. Honestly, I did not do

a whole lot. It makes me a bit

still 77% of the sample left un
accounted for. According to the
PRC statistics, about 75% of par
ticipants had read at least one
b o o k a n d s o m e h a d r e a d 11 o r

year.

distract me from all sorts of

things. Even worse is the fact
that I cannot just read one book
at a time, but up to three.
Of course, this only occurs

the end of the world. There Is

world and such.

As a psychology major, I

have learned to always check
the numbers before making any
kind of conclusion. So, I did a
bit of research and found that,
according to the Pew Research
Center this year, 23% of Ameri
cans did not read a book in the

past year. This is the same per
centage as in 2012.

However, the percentage of

more (approximately 2% did
not answer). Long story short,
the end of book reading is still
quite a ways off.
Reading is good. There
are a multitude of studies on

books, but after reciting the
above statistics, no one wants
to read about them here. I am

hopeful for the future of books
and reading because that future
relies solely on us. If we contin
ue to teach future generations

about the value of literacy, it
will never go away.

The value of books wil! always remain, even if traditonal forms do
Photo by KOSETTE ISAKSON

n o t
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Not at home on campus? A litle decorating goes a long way
By LEVI BOWERS

The real issue that some stu

Crescent Staff

dents face is the fact that they

.For many of George Fox

cannot make their living quar

housing students a

! f ? dilemma
shows
student
housing.
| amitselfnot
complaining about the quality

of student housing, j live on

ters feel like home. As Richard
Lovelace wrote, "Four walls do

not a prison make..."The same
goes for homes.

It is a common problem.

campus and the roof I live

Upon arriving at most living

under keeps me dry, the walls
hold against the wind, and
the heating keeps me warm at
night (knock on wood).
Of course. It is not unheard

of for things to go wrong. Oc
casionally a roof leaks or a light
bulb goes out. That is just all

part of living. Nothing works

areas, students are met by
blank (often white) walls, some

florescent overhead lighting,

a few lamps, and some over
used and under-loved furniture.

There are exceptions, because

some places are newer and/or
are equipped with Resident As

with a flair for decorat
100% of the time. These things sistants
ing.
happen and that is all I will say
While the key to any living
about them.

situation is about finding a

sense of community, a bit of re
decorating can go a long way.
This is especially true in apart
ments and houses (sorry dorm-

Once you are comfortable
with the seating arrangements,
you can move on to lights. The

Nothing makes something
yours quite like personaliza
tion. If you or a friend paint or

difference between good light

draw or anything like that,

dwellers).

ing and bad lighting is like the
difference between a brand

then put your works on the
wall. Command Strips provide

the furniture. As most homes
have TVs, couches and chairs

new luxury car and a beat-up

a fantastic method for hanging

Honda from the 80s: sure, the

are often focused in that direc

Honda works, but the luxury car

up art. Throw a nice blanket or

tion. However, college students
do not always have these. In

is where you want to be.
Low, warm lighting is far
superior to harsh lighting
from above. The lower light
ing makes a room feel more
comfortable while still supply
ing decent light for homework.
Lamps work the best for this as
trying to move the lights from
the ceiling is probably not the
best option.
Finally, add decorations.

The best place to start is

both cases, merely facing all of
the furniture in one direction
towards the same wall leaves a

lot to be desired. Try directing
couches and the like towards

a similar area, but experiment

with different angles. Coffee
and end tables can be moved

to accommodate these posi
tions.

maybe a pillow or two on the
couch. Creativity is key.
Sure, we are not living on
campus long-term, but we are

here now. Feng shui-alone may
not guarantee that your living
situation will become home,

but taking an interest and
making it a place where you
and your friends can be com

fortable and gather Is half the
battle. And that is a good first
step.

ValentineDay not just a celebration of romantic love
By LEAH ABRAHAM

If Valentine's Day is the holiday of
love, why aren't we celebrating all of

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Oh, Valentine's Day.
The most loved, and yet most
scorned, holiday of the year.
While couples are gearing up with
the red roses, boxes of chocolates, teddy
bears, and candle light dinners, the so
lo-artists find themselves alone in their
room, stuffing their faces with Cheetos
and making "Forever Alone" memes on
the internet.

For most single people, Feb. 14

can be daunting, it is one entire day—
supported heavily by the consumer

Let s scnedu e

these kinds of love?

enough dates between

Valentine, the priest who Inspired this

And no, don't you blame it on St.
holiday!

now and February 13

(Crash course in history: Legend sug

so that it won't be

awkward to go out
on Valentine's Day.

market— to remind them of their dev

astating relationship status (or lack
thereof).

However, Valentine's Day is a holiday
meant to celebrate love. When did it

become a celebration exclusively for
those with a significant other?
The ancient Greeks would probably
shake their finger in shame.
The Greeks understood that love
could not be contained in one word.

Instead, they have multiple words to
r e f e r t o d i ff e r e n t k i n d s o f l o v e . H e r e a r e

the four most popular ones:

som^carcfs

kafendne^s Day Is not just for weU-estaBIished coupfes
Phoco courtesy of SOMEECAROS.COM

This is the kind of kissy-huggy kind of
love shared among couples. We typically
celebrate eros on Valentine's Day.
2. Agape: In a Christian campus
like GFU, this word might be familiar.
Agape refers to a selfless love that is ex
tended to all people, the kind we often

1. Eros: Named after the God of

associate with Jesus. Author C.S. Lewis

fertility, this word (yes, you've guessed

referred to it as "gift love" - the highest

it) refers to the sexual kind of love.

form of Christian love that exists.

LACI classes:

Only as bad as you make them
By HEATHER DEROSA
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Oh, LACI. Or known to the wiser

George Fox folks as Liberal Arts and

Critical Issues. As 1 reflect back on

when I first heard of this supposedly
horrid experience a few years ago,
I remember wondering who this
awful professor named Lacey was

and .why everyone hated her. Man,
I sure hoped the degree require
ments would have changed by the
time I was ready to graduate.

But, no, they sure haven't.
Here I am. Spring semester of

of right now we all have to take it to
graduate, whether we like it or not.
Want a diploma and a shiny license
plate frame that says "George Fox
Alumni"? Better sign up and pass.
Here's a proposal to you past,

present, and -future LACI partici
pants: why don't we make the most

of this forced experience? I know it's
not all fun; group projects, need I

say more? But with a slight attitude
change and an open mind, who

Let me tell you this. It is not

horrid. It is not awful. And some

mean old hag named Lacey does
not teach it. Do you know why
I don't think it's horrid or a\ftrful.
Because I'm avoiding the develop
ment of a self-fulfilling prophecy.

shared

leave your BFF hanging.
4. Storge: This is the love em
bodied in a parent-offspring relation
ship. Families, biological or not, keep us
grounded and rooted (and maybe even a
little crazy).

math class. Look In the mirror and com

pliment yourself. Proclaim your love to
Netfllx, if you have to.
This Is the season of love, every kind
of love. Don't grieve it... celebrate!
x o x o

Intramural sports:
Program needs to expand
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

This isn't an issue with

global, moral, or political
weight, so I'll just lay it out:
we ought to have more In
tramural sports.

and

endowments

dwarfs

ours. If only Phil Knight had
been Quaker.

But a system as vast as
the University of Oregon's
Isn't just unfeasible; it

I have absolutely no
problem with the manner

in which the staff oper

...the size of their

discretionary spending
and endowments dwarfs

logistical difficulties and
organizational challenges

ours. If only Phil Knight

members; it comes with fixing your
attitude first. LACI won't be all that
bad if we just change our mindset
that It's horrid and awful.

Games are smooth and run

torture was horrid and awful; a
semester-long class that you really
don't want to take was not. Go ask

Last I checked, Chinese water

they probably won't be joining you

with skill and foresight.

example, is wildly popular
but has an unfortunately
truncated season: less than
a month. And there are

options for sports which
would be simple to organize
and retain massive appeal—
capture the flag, spring flag
football, field soccer, soft-

ball—which we haven't yet

handles the considerable

in a pity party.

Here's the thing about LACi. as

Is

Making LACI a better experience
doesn't come with more diverse

would

,

love

mance" or "sisters before misters." Never

that you hadn't already.

anyone in the third world to feel
bad that you're forced to take a class
vou don't like. Something tells me

bad.

This

knows? You might learn something

You know when you say tomorrow s
going to be a bad day, it turns ou
to be because you told yourself it
be

Philia:

ates the current program.
On the contrary, the staff

my senior year, enrolled in this speakers or more involved group
horrid experience and trying to
make the most of it.

3.

between the loyal and faithful friends.
You might recognize this word as "bro-

gests that St. Valentine risked his life to
wed young couples in secret, against the
orders of Emperor Claudius II. When dis
covered by Claudius, Valentine was put
to death. Love you to death, mucW^i
Valentine fought for \ove. Mot iust
eros, but the right to love \n whichever
Greek, style you wanted.
Do r\ot aWow the internet and corpo
rate America to tell you how to celebrate
t/j/s holiday. You don't need to have that
special somebody to say that you love or
are loved. You have love all around you—
in family, in friends, In teachers. In co
workers, and in your special somebody.
Have a girl's night out. Call your
parents. Confess to that cutie in your

explored.
A not-insignificant over
haul of the program would

likely be required: a larger

staff, overlapping seasons,
and less downtime, just to
begin. But as George Fox
grows both In population

had been Quaker.

well; schedules are tight
and rarely In error.
I merely call for these

wouldn't make sense. They

skills to be used more fre

have more competitors than

to push our creativity in ath
letic expression as we push

quently.
Larger schools have more
expansive intramural pro
grams. This, of course, makes

we do students. A hierarchy

the limits of our academic

of leagues and multi-tiered
layers of teams aren't neces

and spiritual expression.
Let's see more games,

sense; they have larger ev

erything, and the size of

their discretionary spending

s a r y.
What

and in inclusivlty, we ought

more chances to play,
I

want

are

ex

panded seasons and more
options. Indoor soccer, for

compete, have fun, and
really feel alive.
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VOLLEYBALL: Burk, Campbell
excited for opportunity
Continued from page 3

BASKETBALL: Men must focus
on defense

Continued from page 3

a run at the postseason," said
senior power forward Jason
Martin. "I'm excited for this next
half because I feel like we have
found ourselves a little bit and

know what it's going to take on
a consistent basis to maximize

our potential."
OLYMPICS: Winter Olympics
features rising stars
Continued from page 3

unable to repeat in 2010.
He is expected to win mul
tiple medals again this year.
Skier Hannah Kearney is the
reigning world champion in

freestyle skiing, and is the fa

vorite to take home the gold in
Sochi.

Finally, speedskater Shani
Davis, who won his first Olympic
gold In 2006 for the 10COm, and
repeated in 2010, is returning
again in 2014.
The United States is repre
sented with a team of 230 elite
athletes.

"I'm excited to see how

CRESCENT

SEAHAWKS: Seattle rolls, Man

ning despairs
Continued from page 3

out his injury-riddled season,
Seattle then scored two

field goals, driving down with

Campbell. "We will be the only

the deliberateness that char
acterizes the Seahawk offense:

how far we've gone."
Burk and Campbell are
hopeful to participate in next
year's AII-StarTeam.
Burk also participates
In track and plans to spend
her summer days in the gym
working on hitting, speed, com
munication and consistency.
Erin looks forward to improving
her defensive skills and consis

tency on a hitting side.

The director suggested they
stay in touch before the season
begins to keep them on the pri
ority list and track their prog
ress. If the chance were given to
them again, the players would
be all in.

"We hope the seniors will set
the bar, and everyone else will
follow the line," said Campbell.

brutal, four-yards-and-acloud-of-dust running from
Marshawn Lynch and timely
passing from mobile quarter
back Russell Wilson.

The

Seahawks

held

Manning, who set the NFL sin
gle-season record for passing

yards, touchdowns, and total
points scored, and the Broncos
s c o r e l e s s i n t h e fi r s t h a l f .

Manning tossed two first-half
interceptions, one on a tipped

Her job opened her eyes to

Salvation Army Female Emer
gency Shelter Adulamajid is
assisting chronic homeless indi
viduals who Identify themselves

create a safe space in the class
room for kids. When she'began
her classes at GFU, she realized

teaching was not for her and
switched to a social work major.
talk in meetings and maintain
Reflecting back she sees
professionalism. But what she a s f e m a l e . S o m e o f t h e f e m a l e s
loves the most is being able to are sex industry workers and/or that she is still creating a safe
be a support system to students transgender.
space for people, just not in the
as they grow into young adults.
The Salvation Army Female same way. She is making a safe
"It is something powerful Emergency Shelter welcomes
place for women to survive. Her
and a true testimony to God's 200-300 people daily. In the social work background gave
amazing plan He has for us." winter months, the SAFES has her exactly what she needed to
She is currently applying to get 5 0 d o r m b e d s a n d 4 5 w i n t e r work at SAFES.
"I will be working and some
her Juris Doctorate and is fully m a t s f o r f e m a l e s t o u s e . A b
activity
or crisis will occur and
expecting to advocate for stu
dulamajid started working at
I will think, 'I know this. I know
dents as an attorney.
SAFES three weeks before her
what to do,"' she said.
S t e p h a n i e A b d u l a m a j i d , graduation.
A typical day is not an
like Velaquez, Is Influencing
Like Velaquez, there are
females. The population she Is f e m a l e s w h o w a i t f o r h e r t o
average stroll down Broad
Street. Last Monday Abdulamaworking with are considered arrive so they can confide in
what a career life is like: how to

some of the most vulnerable

h e r. O n A b d u l a m a j l d ' s e s s a y

touchdown sweep short
ened to a 30-yard gain after

in any major sport for Seattle

Harvin also had a long

he stepped out of bounds.
Seahawk defensive end

stripped Manning, and cor-

nerback Byron Maxwell forced

Bronco Demaryius Thomas to
fumble, adding to Denver's
turnover woes.

yvd walV-ed \n\o a sWuaWou of

since the late-70s SuperSonics. Seattle remains strong con
tenders for the 2014 season,
but contract difficulties loom in
the future.

Manning's future is even

murkier. After another Super
Bowl heartbreak, does Manning

Seattle receiver Jermaine

have the motivation, or even

Kearse had perhaps the most
spectacular individual effort:
after catching a short drag

the physical wherewithal, to

another Seattle score.

Seattle opened the second
half with another spectacular
play. Kick returner Percy Harvin,

as the Seattle offense ran out
the last seconds.

The victory marks the Se
ahawks' first Super Bowl win,
and the first championship

Smith—named Super Bowl
MVP—who returned It 69 yards
for a touchdown.

who played airtight defense,
was injured. Manning couid be
seen slumped on the sidelines

down, and the Seahawks never
relinquished the momentum.

route, Kearse broke two tackles,
eluded two tackles with spins,

wrote about how she wanted to
individuals in Portland. At the

returned the kick for a touch

and one to linebacker Malcolm

ball to safety Karh Chancellor,

for the Act Six scholarship she

GRAD: Act Six graduates share
about life after graduation
Continued from page 4

who finished the game with
over 100 all-purpose yards after

amassing less than 90 through

[Junior] Kylee Adderson, Tiffany,
and I do next season," said
seniors and it will be cool to see

February 12, 2014

undergo another campaign?
Regardless, Seattle rejoices, and
Manning sleeps trophy-less,
again.

and dove into the end zone for

By the middle of the fourth
quarter, with a safe thirty-point
lead, Seattle pulled the starters

to great acclaim after Sherman,
a female wanting to commit
suicide but not knowing how.
found drug paraphernalia and
a fallen female in the shower;

The CEO of Portland Leader

ship Foundation, Ben Sand, says
they both align with what the

Portland Leadership Foundation

later that night, a different

looks for in leaders: "someone

female claimed the voices in her
head wanted her to run out into
the street.

who has demonstrated grit and

pushed through hardship and
are breaking the mold. These

One of Abdulamajid's fa
vorite parts about working
at SAFES is hosting group ac
tivities, BINGO in particular.
She says it is similar to life at a
summer camp: "I get to put the
prizes together from our dona
tions." It is part of the reason Ab
dulamajid says she feeis like she
Is making a difference through
helping those people.
These two GFU Act Six grad
uates are making an Incredible

are the leaders we are looking
for. Stephanie loves Jesus and
is the person willing to go the
extra mile. She is faithful in spite
of everything. Karina, she has a
ferocious willingness to engage
others and stand for justice."
So, while it is spring se

difference in the communities

mester and the "what's next"

question is fresh in mind, Ab
dulamajid's and Ve/aquez's oc
cupations testify to digging
deep into personal passions and
living them out with whoever is
aro\ir\ci.
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